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NATIONAL ADVISORY COmmITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

TECH_ICAL NOTE NO. 194.

A }_THOD OF DETEPd,,{INING THE DIN[ENSIONS AND HORSEPOWER

OF A_ AIRSHIP FOR ANY GIVE_ PERFORMANCE.

By C. P. Burgess.

Summary

A simple and easily applied method of calculating the dimen-

sions and horse;=oTer necessary for an airship to have any given

performance is described and illustrated by examples. The method

includes means for estimatin@ the changes in performance o_ ir_.

size _hen r_odifications or new features are introduced into a

design, involving increase or saving in weights, _r changes in

resistance or propulsive efficiency.

The orelim_nary estimate of the size of an airship to per-

form any desired duty, such as carrying a given military or

commercial load et some given speed and endurance, is based upon

t_<Toorincipal sets of dat_. One set is the proportions of total

wei@ht taken by various items, and the other set is the relation

bet_,Teen horse_o_Tcr, speed_ and air displacement. The conven-

tional methods of statin_ such data are not very satisfactory,

and ne<_ methods are developed for the purpose of this report.
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Introduction

2

it is customary to express the -veight items as percentages

of the gross lift; but this practice has the t_7o serious objec-

tions that the _ross lift varies _ith the kind and purity of the

gas used for inflation even t..hen Standard atmospheric conditions

]_revail, .a_d the ma_itude of the aerodyna_nic forces and the

resistance depend not upon the gross lift, but upon the total

air displacement of the hull. It is therefore proposed to ex-

press the _veights as percentages of the air displacement, and to

use a standar4 conversion factor or relation between air dis-

olscement by v:eight and by volume. This standard factor is that

one cubic foot of air v:ei:_hs .07655 lb. at sea level, with a

iemoerctture of 50°F, and a barometric pressure of 29.92" of mer-

cury. The _eights to be considered in the design estin_ate will

then include the item "air and gas."

The _elation between horsepower, speed and size may be ex-

pressed in the form:

7?nen C

T_ere

V 3 D _/3

HP = horse_ov._er,

V = speed,

D : air displacement,

C : a constant determined by

data on previous ships.

is the Ad_uiralty constant, V is expressed in
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knots and D in long tons. The magnitude of the constant is a

function of the density of the air, and its dimensions are rather

a::rkward and not in line with other aerodynamic calculations.

It is proposed to substitute for the Admiralty constant the ex-

pression:

v{]::ere

HP-
K

V = speed in ft./see., '

P = density of the air in slugs,

re! : air volume or displacement in ft. 3

is a constant which may be expected to lie

bet_reen 30,000 and 35,000 in a modern rigid airship, and to be

about 90_000 to 25,000 in small nonrigids of less than 200,000 ft.3

vo fume.

Since D, the st_.ndard air ¢_]oolace,ne_o in pounds, equals

.07655 times the volume in ft. 3, (vol) _/3 _/3= 5.55 D , and

HP = 5.55 V 3 PD _/3
K

Procedure in Finding the Size and HorseDower for an Airship

to Carry a Given Load with a Given Speed and Endurance.

The total displacement is divided into items as follo:_rs:

(I) air and gas, (2) fixed weights exclusive of power plane,

oo:'_er cars, and fuel system, (3) crew, stores, and ballast,

(4) _o__er plant and cars, fuel system and fuel, (5) specified

military or commercial load. Items (1), (_) and (3) are ex-
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pres-,_n directly as _,ractlons.of D, based on data from existing

ships with such corrections as seem reasonable to allow for novel

features. Item (4) is expressed in terms of the horsepower, and

hence of D _/3 , and items (4) and (5) together take that frac-

tion of D remaining over from items (1) to (3), inclusive.

Problem 1. Find the volome and horsepower of a rigid air-

ship to carry a military load of 15,000 lb. at 60 knots (lO1.3

• _, 85_ of the total volume being filled withft /sec.) for _;0 hours,

-. rl_. .3• . 9_-_,pure) in the standard atmos-helium lifting ._= !b /ft ( ""' ,

-oher e •

Since the hull is specified in the conditions of the prob-

rocf

lem to be 8o_ ful7 of gas, the weight of the air in the hull is

1.5_o D; and the v_ei_ht of the ao is 85_ _ D multiplied by the

difference between the -Teights of air and gas per unit volume,

and divided by the _ei_ht of air per unit volume. The total

weiTbt of air and _as is therefore _iven by

Air arid gas = [ .15 - .85 (.07835 - .064)/.07635] x D

= .289 D.

From existinT dsta, the fixed weights exclusive of Do_er

_l_nts, pov_er car_ and fuel system equal .3D, and the crew,

stores and ballast amount to .055 D.

There remains for pov,er plant, fuel and military load

(!- .258 - .30- .05_) D = .3oc D.

:oum_ng the weight of thin Dower olant and its oars to be

8 Ib./HP and the weight of the fuel and fuel system to be 0.6 lb.
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per horsepo_rer hour, the total v.,ei{_htof power plant, fuel sys-

tem and fuel is [ 8 + (.6 × roO)] HP = 44 (HP) Combining this

with the military load,

15,000 + 44.(HP) = ,357 D (1)

ouppo,._e that from existing data on similar ships,

K = _' OqC

S.55 ',< (101.3) s × ,00237 × D _/3
i-i± --

35,000

D (2)

_o_:o_.ning eouations (1) and (S),

D - 48 D_/3 = 42,000 (3)

The ,_=oclem of _" o_c required for a ff,iven performance

r.,ill "'_ ...._7 _ . ._,._.,_,_reduce to an e_uation of the form of (3), which may

be exore_,q_ed gener'_l_y

D -. _D _i_ = B.

The solution for an/ pa1"ticular values of A and B may be ob-

tained from the charts (Fig. I or 2) by laying a straight edge

_- _- _:........ es of A ando.croo:-, T.,h_ _ voq_

right hand sides of the chart.

In this problem, A = 4-8

B on the scales at the left and

and B = 42,000, and from the

chart <_ _o_re I, D = 215,000 lb., and the air volume = 23.5,000/

.07_35 -- 2,820,000 ft. 3

For convenience in calculating the horsepo_]'er, Del3 is

<'.]ott.c_ -_.a,__e.instD in fi.qure 3 although it is more accurate,

and usually _'ore...con_Ter..ieat._ . , to obtain D _/3 from a ,_lide rule

or a ts:ble after finding D. In this case, D_/_3 = .3600, and
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HP = .59 × 5600 = 1410.

Problem 2. Find the volume an& horsepower of an airship to

fulfill the same conditions as in Problem I, except that the

speed is to be 70 knots (118.2 ft./sec.) for 60 hours.

HP - 5.55 ," (ll8.2)a × .00257 x D 2/S
35,000

= .62 D ala and by combining with equation (I)

D - 76.5 D2/3 -- 42,000.

From figure !, D = 570,000 Ib,

D_/3 = 6900. Air volume = 7,470,000 ft. 3

69,3_, = 4290.KP = .62 x rn

This example shoves the great cost of increasing the speed

_hi!e maintaining the same hours of endurance at the higher

speed. On the other hand, the speed could be quite easily in-

creas_ to 70 knots if the endurance remains 60 hours at 60 knots.

The horsepov,er at 60 }:nots is only 65_ of that required for

70 knots, £nd the _;;eight of power plant and fuel per horsepower

is _h_refore 8 + (.65 x .6 x 60) = 50.7 lb. The fundamental

equations are therefore'

!5,000 + -50.7 (HP) = .557 D

and HP = .62 D _43 .-.,hence

n 55 5 D_/a ._ _.o 000

P = 360,000 lb. _/a = 4080

H7 = .6.2., x _0_ = _ .......

Air volume = 2,60,000/.07655 = 5,400,000 ft. a
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The method r,_,ay be used. also to find the extent to _,tThlcn the

size may be reduced by structural improvements, as follo'vvs:

Problem 3. Suppose that by an improved design, the struc-

tural .".eight can be reduced i0_[ in comparison _,_ith the conditions

?,ssumed in Problem I. The fixed _veights exclusive of po_er plant,

Oovrer cars, and fuel system become .27 D, and essuming as in

Problem 1 that 60 knots is required for 60 hours,

15,000 + 44 (HP) = .Z87 D

and "qP = 39 D 213• • , _.::_hen ce

D - 44.4. D _/3 = 38,800

D -- 180,000 lb. D_/s = 3200

Air volume = ].80,000/.07635 = 2,360,000 ft. _

HP = _.,.::_x 3200 = 1950.

By comparison ,vith the results of Problem I, it is found

that _ !0_/_ .tav"'c" "- _:,xveof power plant, per-• _:_ to fixed ..,,:eights e_-clu _"

mits a Io_ reduction in volume and iI._)'_ in horsepower.

A 10[_ imp_-ovement in the resistance coefficient may also be

tested in a similar manner. Repeating the conditions of Problem

l, let K be increased by 10/o from 35,000 to 38,500. Then

z_ : .355 J3_/3

3
_,- 4_.75

D = !8 = 0"0 lb

= 4_, 000

D_/_ = 3250

Air volume = 195,000/.07635 = 2,420,000 ft. 3

H!-- .355 x 3_50 = I150.

If. it is rec!uired to operate at a high altitude, the conver-
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sion factor, air volume = D/.07635, still holds, but in esti-

mating the weights, the al]owance made for air and gas must be

increased, as in the next problem.

Problem 4. Determine the volume of a nonrigid airship to

carry a military load I000 lb. at 4000 ft. altitude at 50 knots

(84.5 ft./sec.) for I0 hours. Ship to be inflated with hydrogen

,_hich has a lift of .068 ]b./ft. 3 in the standard atmosphere at

sea level. StartinT a flight at 4000 ft. fully inflated, corre-

sponds to 88.8%, inflation at sea level; the weight of air and gas

at sea level is therefore

[ .]!2 + .S88 (.07635 - .068)/.07635] D : .2O9 D

It may seem cumbersome to calculate the weight of air and

_as in this manner instead of correcting D for the altitude,

but it should be rom'.mbered that since the stl_ctural weights

are to be t_ken ss fractions of D, it is important that D

should be taken as a constant fraction of the air volume.

From data on previous ships, the fixed weights exclusive of

Dower olant and fuel system equal .4D, and crew, stores, and

ballast amount to .ID. _ere remains for the power plant, fuel

and military load (? - .209 - .4 - ._) D = .29] D. Taking the

weight of the power plant as 6 Ib./HP, and the weight of the fuel,

oil, and containers as 0.6 lb./HP.H, the total weight of power

plant, fuel, and fuel system is [6 + (lO × .b, ] HP = 12 (liP),

and the equation is obtained:

!000 + !2 (HP) = .291 D.
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From existing, data, K = 23,000, and at 4000 ft. altitude,.

P _ 00?37 002,t _- ,_,-= .8:8 × therefore• :_ . _Uoo _ ,

HP- 5.s5 × 3 x ...0o1 × o
88 000

= .32 D 2/3

,oombln!ng these equations as before,

From :fire,re 2, D -- o_o r_ !b D_/a...... _,_ . = 435

Air volume = 9100/.07635 = 119,000 ft. s

,_ x ",_ = 139

The :_ethod ma_ also be used to find the military or commer-

cial load which can be carried by an airship of given size at a

Given speed and endurance, as follows:

?rob]_e-_ 5. Find the commercial load which can be carried

by a _?-_7id airshiF of 5,00_. 000 it 3...... , • air volume, at 4000 ft. alti-

tude, inflated with helium lifting .064 lb./ft, a in standard at-

mosohere at sea level, and having a speed of 70 knots and an en-

durance of 2:_-hours. Given K = 35,000, and fixed weights ex-

clusive of power plant = .3 D crew, stores and ballast = .05 D.

Power _!ant : 8 ib /iiP fuel = 0.6 Ib /HP H, whence total weight

of oo::er plant and fuel = [ 8 + (.6 x 24)] HP = 22.4 HP

D .07635 × 5,000,000 = _o 000 lb.

AS_li_il%g that ",,','henfully inflated the gas cells occupy _oTo

of the air volume, the vo!ux_e of gas when 88.8/o inflated at sea

level (to a]!ov; for 4000 ft. altitude) is .95 × .888 = .844
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times the air vo__ume, a_d the u,eiKht of the air and _as is

r .l_i + .844 (.07655 - .064)/.07635] x D =: .29_ D

3 x .0021 x (5,DDO DD_0)2/3

35,000

= 2,900

The total <-_eight of the power plant, power cars, fuel and.

fuel syste_'_ is 22.4 >: 2900 : 65,000 lb. The weight available

for cou<:ercial load is

$82,000 (! - ._95 - .5-.06) - 65,000 = 71,500 lb.

Choice of Dimensions for any Desired Air Volume.

..;ind tunoei exocriments indicate that the ].east resistance

for a given volume is obtained ,,,ith a length/diameter diameter

ratio o_ a little le_s than 5, but _-Tith ratios from 4 to 6

there is very !itt].e change in efficiency. For nonrigid air-

_hios these ratios are very suitable, and the prismatic or cyl-

indric coefficient, i.e., the retio of the actual air volume to

the volume of a _rism having the largest cross-sectlon airship,

varies _ror. 0 60 +o 0.66, a:aoroximately.

The volume of an airship of circular cross-section =

R = the radius of the largest cross-section.

k = the prismatic coefficient,

r : the ]_en_th/O. iameter ratio.

The dimensions m_y be calculs_ted by application of this
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formula, assumin_ arbitrar_l values of

Example:

of P_O0,O00 ft. 3

R 3 _ 200,C.00 .... = 10,700 ft 3
2 x .62 × 4.8 x 'n"

R = ?s-q=_3_ L_ •

Diameter = 2 R = $4.0 ft.

Length = 9.6 R = _IZ.5 ft.

k and r.

Find the length and diameter of s, nonrigid airship

, volume as_min_ k = ._.2_, and r = a.8._

in _ rigid sir_ship, it is usually desirable to increase the

length beyond five diar:oeters in order to space the cars properly,

and to facilitate handling upon the ground, and to prevent ex-

cessive vteight of the gas cells and transverse frames. Sometimes

shed accommodatioDs also influence or dictate the choice of length

and diameter. ?;hen for practical ressons it is desired to have

more than five diam_3ters to length, the designer has the choice

of insertin_ some parallel middle body, or {etaining a continu-

ously curved for_:_ by increasing the station sDacin_. To determine

the relative merits of these two possibi?_ities, two _nteresting

series of tests were carried out in the wind tunnel of the Bureau

_:_ _Yashington, D C.of Const_action end Repair at the ._avy Yard,

In the first series of tests various lenzths of parallel middle

body here inserted bet:_een the bo:v and stern of a model of the

0 class nonrigid airship9. The results are fully described in the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic_ Report No. I$_, en-

titled "The Drag of C Class Airship Hull _vith Varying Length of
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Cylindric !{idships." The tests showed that a length of parallel

middle body up to o_,_ dia_eter ms de _oractica!Iy no chan_e in the

resio" ; _,.._ance coef:_ieien+, and three dia_eters of oarallel middle

bod]T increased the resistance coefficient by only 7.6_.

The other series of tests was on models of the C class air-

ship <vitlu va,rious spacin_ of the ordinates, givin_ lengths of

from _ to !0 ,_iameter, without parallel middle body. The results

of this meries o l_ tests have not been published, but it was found

that increasin!7 ,me leneth _lameter ratio from the 4 6 of the C

class %o 8.0 resultsd in an increase of I[_.2__ in the resistance

coefficient. The curve of the resistance coefficient was found

to oass through s mininmm value _ith a fineness or length/diameter

ratio of about 4..3, or very close to what was actually used in

the C class.

Comoarison ol the results oi' these two sets of tests indi-

cate that raven it is desired to increase the fineness ratio be-

yond about ,;-.5, +he additional length should be obtained by in-

serting oarallel middle body rather than by increasing the smaoing

of the ordinates.

It is _obvious that ti_e p_actioa] merits of the problem, aside

from nrre!y aeroC.unsmic considerations, are also very much in

favor of _arallel middle body', the construction will be simpler

and hess ex_ensive and[ the overall dimensions of the ship with a

_riven volume and fineness ratio _-d]! be less.

The air volume of an airship hull with parallel middle body
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equals _!:_ R3(kr_ + r2 ) where R is the radius of the maxi_mm

cross-section, k is _ne Frismatic coefficient of the tapered

fore a.nd_ _-_ _" _ their combineda__ boc,les taken tc_ether, r_ _s

13n_th,/diamete_ ratio, and r2 is the correspondim_ ratio for

the _-,_,_or_N_le!_ r,,xdu.]e," -_ bodv._ It fol]ors +_;_÷,,,_,_

..s vo fume

P thi equation the dimensions required for any given- ro i,,1! s

_rolume ;.end. characteristics of bow and stern and proportion of

parallel middle body m_:tybe determined.

Em_mple: Find the length and diameter of a rigid airship of

5,000,000 ft. 3 air volume, in which the tapered bow and stern

have _, ienmth of 4.6 ,dismeter and a prismatic coefficient of

0.80, _.,_-,_"....the paral]ei m!_d..e body is three diameters long.

_0 _ _ O-q.3 0 .... ". _ 00_
. , <-.o)+ S.O]

:--138,000

R = 3"!.6

Length : ].5.2 × 31.6 = 785 ft.

Diameter : 2 >" 5i 6.'= I03 2 _
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Conclusions

The foregoing method of calc_lating the size and horsepower

reouired for an airship of any specified performance depends on

existing data, and as this data becomes more complete, the

_._ethod _,;ill become increasingly accurate and f_exib!e; that is,

more aoplicable to new and unusual types of airships.

One of the -oTincipal uses to :_hich the method can be applied

is to sho_r, the variation in size necessary when varying some one

factor of the per_ormance requiren_ents, keeping the other factors

constant.
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